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	 A	number	of	features	have	been	introduced	into	the	REGISTER	program	that	
provide	reasonable	estimates	for	Bennu’s	pole	and	OSIRIS-Rex	relative	position	
from	the	approach	images	alone,	before	a	single	maplet	is	constructed.		We	present	
here	a	simulated	approach	in	which	initial	values	for	the	spacecraft	position	and	
Bennu	pole	have	been	messed	up	and	REGISTER	and	the	rarely	used	program	
LIMBER	are	called	on	to	clean	things	up.		It	is	assumed	throughout	that	the	C-
Kernels	for	the	spacecraft	attitude	are	accurate,	so	additional	errors	in	pole	by	a	few	
tenths	of	a	degree	or	spacecraft	position	by	a	few	meters	can	be	expected	in	
practice.			Much	of	the	discussion	is	for	those	who	are	using	or	learning	the	SPC	
software.					 	

	
The	initial	estimate	for	the	Bennu-OREx	geometry	is	provided	by	the	Bennu	

and	s/c	ephimerides	(SPK	kernels),	the	s/c	attitude	(C-Kernels)	and	the	planetary	
constants	kernels	(PCK).		The	original	simulated	Bennu	images	were	made	with	the	
kernel	describing	the	direction	of	the	body’s	pole	along	with	the	J2000	position	of	
the	prime	meridian	and	the	rotation	rate	in	degrees	per	day	(dpd):	
	
									BODY2101955_POLE_RA				=	 (		86.6388												0.														0.	)	
									BODY2101955_POLE_DEC			=		 (-65.1086													0.														0.	)	
									BODY2101955_PM									=										 (		89.6456				2010.4894494679531	0.	)	
	
This	is	taken	to	be	the	truth	state,	reflected	by	the	simulated	images.		We	take	as	our	
initial	guess	for	Bennu’s	orientation	the	PCK	file:	
	
									BODY2101955_POLE_RA				=	 (		70												0.														0.	)	
									BODY2101955_POLE_DEC			=		 (	-60												0.														0.	)	
									BODY2101955_PM									=										 (		89.6456				2010.4894494679531	0.	)	
	
We	do	not	change	the	prime	meridian	or	rotation	rate	since	the	first	is	arbitrary	and	
the	second	is	unlikely	to	differ	from	its	true	value	enough	to	be	detectable	during	
the	few	days	of	approach.		While	the	s/c	position	will	be	well	known	from	ranging,	
Doppler	and	optical	navigation,	there	will	be	Bennu	relative	range	errors	because	of	
uncertainties	in	its	ephemeris.		The	Bennu	velocity	is	much	better	known,	so	we	
assume	the	FDS	supplied	Bennu-relative	trajectory	(SPK)	differs	mainly	in	range.		
The	MAKE_SUMFILES	program	has	been	edited	to	allow	for	inclusion	of	a	constant	
bias	in	the	inertial	space	spacecraft-object	(scobj)	vector,	input	via	a	BIAS.TXT	file	if	
it	exists.		Since	the	approach	scobj	is	primarily	in	the	+x	inertial	space	direction,	we	
tweak	our	initial	SPK	by	adding	a	(10,	0,	0)	km	offset	via	BIAS.TXT.		The	initial	
SUMFILES	files	and	NOMINALS	for	the	November	9	rotation	movie	are	produced	by	
adding	the	bogus	PCK	file	above	to	make_sumfiles.txt,	limiting	make_sumfiles.in	to	
the	11/09/2018	images	(with	two	extra	columns	as	would	have	been	made	by	the	
latest	PROCESS_FITS)	and	running:	
	
	 MAKE_SUMFILES	
	 0	
	



The	initial	REGISTER	display	at	a	.005	km	scale	for	the	first	November	9,	
2018	image	is	shown	in	Figure	1.			The	shape	model	is	the	Nolan	radar	model	in	ICQ	
format	with	q=64.		Notice	that	it	is	at	the	same	rotational	phase	as	the	image	
because	we	did	not	change	the	PM	or	rotation	rate.		In	practice,	there	are	large	
enough	uncertainties	in	rotation	rate	that	we	don’t	have	a	clue	what	the	phase	will	
be	when	we	get	there.	
	

	
								Figure	1.		Initial	REGISTER	display	

	
	 The	initial	registration	of	the	images	is	performed	by	REGISTER	in	
batch	mode	by	listing	the	image	names	in	make_script.in	(in	the	usual	
way)	and	running	
	
./rem_script.b	
rm	-f	./TESTFILES/*	
rm	-f	./TESTFILES1/*																													
make_scriptR	
chmod	+x	run_script.b	
./run_script.b	&			 	 	 	with	the	seed	make_scriptR.seed:	
	
	
	
	
	
	

The	registered	version	of	the	display	in	Figure	1	appears	in	Figure	2.		Notice	
that	the	image	is	slightly	larger	than	the	shape,	because	our	assumed	range	is	about	
seven	percent	larger	than	it	really	is	(but	we	don’t	know	this,	right?).			
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								Figure	2.		After	batch	registration	

	
It	is	important	to	get	a	reasonable	shape	for	some	of	the	REGISTER	

applications	we	will	be	using.			We	therefore	use	the	program	LIMBER	to	find	the	
limbs	for	the	38	images	in	the	first	rotation	move	and,	from	those	limb	vectors,	we	
construct	a	simple	shape	model.		The	input	file	for	LIMBER	is	

	
LIMBER.IN:	
'SHAPEFILES/SHAPE.TXT'				 Initial	(Nolan	q=64)	ICQ	model	
1	 	 	 	 	 appears	in	LIMVECS.TXT	if	d	>	90	pixels	
1	 	 	 	 	 PICNM.LIM	created	if	d	>	90	pixels	
20	 	 	 	 	 Max	search	range	in	image	pixels	
2	 	 	 	 	 Search	expansion	factor	
10	 	 	 	 	 Max	height	wrt	SHAPE	(scale	units)	
12	 	 	 	 	 Max	phase	for	terminators	(degrees)	
	

After	we	run	LIMBER	we	will	have	a	file	of	vectors	LIMVECS.TXT	and	a	directory	
LIMBFILES	containing	vectors	for	each	image	that	can	be	displayed	in	the	Display	
program	as	in	Figure	3.		It	is	important	to	look	at	a	few	images	to	make	sure	the	
above	parameters	are	large	enough	to	capture	many	limb	points.		
	
	



	
Figure	3.		Image	shown	by	the	Display	program	with	limb	points	found	by	LIMBER	
	
The	LIMVECS.TXT	can	be	used	in	the	program	densify	and	contains	a	q	value	in	the	
first	line.		For	the	next	step	we	cp	LIMBVECS.TXT	VECS.TXT	and	remove	that	first	
line	from	VECS.TXT.		Then	we	run	the	program	vecs2shape	to	find	a	new	shape	
model	by	fitting	spherical	harmonics	to	the	limb	vectors:	
	
vecs2shape	
VECS.TXT	
64			9	 	 	 	 (q	of	SHAPEX	and	L	for	spherical	harmonics)	
SHAPEFILES/SHAPEX.TXT	 Output	shape	model	
	
If	the	new	shape	looks	okay	we:		
	
cp	SHAPEFILES/SHAPEX.TXT	SHAPEFILES/SHAPE.TXT	



After	another	REGISTER	batch,	the	new	display	looks	like:	
	

	
								Figure	4.		Registration	to	new	shape.	

	
It	is	wisest	to	run	another	LIMBER,	vecs2shape	and	REGISTER	batch	at	this	point.		
We	need	a	pretty	good	curvature	for	the	image-to-image	correlation	we	will	be	
doing	next.	
	
	 We	now	want	to	run	REGISTER	to	determine	the	angular	rotation	in	inertial	
space	from	one	image	to	another.		This	angular	velocity	will	be	close	to	the	pole	
direction.		We	register	the	third	11/09	image	to	the	first,	a	rotation	of	about	20°:	
	
REGISTER	
P595034816F2	
i	
P595033964F2	 	 	 Reference	image	
5.0000000000000001E-004	 Scale	(km)	
8	
s	
e	
	
The	8/s	option	projects	the	reference	image	onto	the	shape.		The	e	option	fixes	the	
pointing	during	option	3	correlation.			The	register	display	now	looks	like	Figure	5.		
The	right	(reference)	display	is	both	rotated	and	shifted	relative	to	the	left,	and	an	
autocorrelation	at	this	point	fails.		The	R	option	in	REGISTER	allows	us	to	rotate	the	
right	in	two	frames.		R/a	rotates	around	the	south	(down,	x),	east	(rightward,	y)	or	
vertical	(outward,	z)	axis	of	the	display.		R/b	rotates	around	the	x,	y	or	z	body-fixed	



axis.		Note	that	in	both	cases,	we	are	really	changing	the	orientation	of	the	primary	
image.		The	reference	parameters	are	never	touched.	
	

	
Figure	5.		Initial	REGISTER	image-to-image	display.		Grid	spacing	is	50	scale	units.	
	
From	the	figure	above	it	looks	like	a	5°	rotation	about	the	z-axis	of	the	display	might	
work:	
	
r	
a	
z	
5	
	
The	result	looks	promising,	but	there	is	still	an	offset	that	can	be	taken	care	of	with:	
	
3	
n	
0	20	
	
A	couple	of	3/y	autocorrelations	register	the	images	pretty	well.		At	this	point	we	
run	the	new	O	option	that	computes	the	angular	velocity	represented	by	the	
rotation	from	the	reference	to	the	primary	image.			This	procedure	asks	the	user	to	
input	the	rotation	rate:	
	
o	
2010.4894494679531	
	RA		=				99.945106479213948						
	DEC	=			-61.303006190684158						
	DEG/DA	=				1993.6653726992490						
	DPHASE	=			0.16602715540453053						



Note	that	the	output	rotation	rate	does	not	match	the	rate	going	in.		This	is	because	
our	rotation	in	the	display	frame	also	caused	a	rotation	about	the	body-fixed	z-axis.		
The	DPHASE	line	tells	us	how	much	we	need	to	rotate	about	the	body-fixed	z-axis	in	
the	R/b	option	to	correct	this:		
	
r	
b	
z	
0.16602715540453053			
o				
2010.4894494679531	
	RA		=				99.704028004453079						
	DEC	=			-61.340357637324800						
	DEG/DA	=				2009.3032197820078						
	DPHASE	=				1.1706219789739840E-002	
	
We	have	repeated	the	omega	(O)	option	and	it	looks	much	better	now.		The	new	
display	is	shown	below:	
	

	
Figure	6.		New	REGISTER	image-to-image	display.		
	
	 We	could	keep	guessing	about	rotations	to	try	to	improve	the	correlation	
scores,	but	that	was	turning	out	to	be	a	real	pain.		Instead,	we	have	introduced	a	new	
P	(pole)	option	that	lets	the	user	enter	a	RA,	DEC	and	rotation	rate.		The	primary	
image	is	then	rotated	relative	to	the	reference	image	and	the	new	correlation	
determined	in	the	usual	way	by	one	or	more	3/y	autocorrelations.			A	second	new	
option	L	toggles	a	log	record	that	keeps	track	of	certain	procedures	such	as	the	pole	
and	autocorrelation.		The	new	W	option	writes	the	current	log	to	LOG.TXT	when	
desired.		We	entered:	
	



L	
3	
y	
o	
2010.4894494679531	
w	
	
that	produced	the	first	three	lines	of	the	LOG.TXT	file	
to	the	right.		The	remaining	lines	were	produced	by	
successive	P	trials	each	followed	by	three	
autocorrelations	(3/y).		We	then	exited	REGISTER	
with	the	0	option	and	DID	NOT	SAVE	CHANGES	TO	
THE	PRIMARY	IMAGE.	
	

The	correlation	seems	to	be	getting	better,	so	
at	this	point	we	construct	a	new	.PCK	file	with	RA=90	
and	DEC=-67	and	redo	everything	starting	with:	
	
MAKE_SUMFILES	
2	
n	
n	
n	
y	
y	
n	
	
and	repeating	REGISTER,	LIMBER,	vecs2shape	and	
then	one	final	REGISTER	batch.		The	registration	is	
now	good	enough	that	the	primary	and	reference	images,	separated	by	about	20° in	
rotation,	auto-correlate	immediately.		We	repeat	the	above	procedure	for	the	
original	image	pair	and	three	others,	not	especially	trying	to	close	in	on	a	precise	
highest	correlating	RA/DEC	pair.		The	average	result	for	the	four	pairs	gave	us	our	
next	PCK	of:	
	
									BODY2101955_POLE_RA				=		 (		86.7												0.														0.	)	
									BODY2101955_POLE_DEC			=		 (	-65.2												0.														0.	)	
									BODY2101955_PM									=		 (		89.6456				2010.4894494679531	0.	)	
	
This	is	a	positively	indecent	result,	differing	from	the	truth	by	about	0.1°.		
	

We	will	return	to	a	more	carefully	and	systematic	pole	determination	later,	
but	we	want	to	see	how	well	we	can	recover	from	the	trajectory	bias.			Up	to	now	we	
have	used	only	the	first	(11/9)	rotation	movie	images.			We	now	use	our	new	PCK	
and	add	images	from	11/10	and	11/11,	running	MAKE_SUMFILES,		REGISTER,	
LIMBER,	vecs2shape	and	REGISTER	once	again.		We	choose	an	image	from	11/11	

CORR	=							0.50997																																																													
OMEGA:			2010.48945																																																														
RA		=						99.70		DEC	=					-61.34		DG/DA	=		2009.30																													
Pole:						100.00				-60.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.49441																																																													
CORR	=							0.49444																																																													
CORR	=							0.49438																																																													
Pole:						100.00				-62.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.51120																																																													
CORR	=							0.51090																																																													
CORR	=							0.51106																																																													
Pole:							95.00				-62.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.57766																																																													
CORR	=							0.57971																																																													
CORR	=							0.57973																																																													
Pole:							90.00				-62.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.61041																																																													
CORR	=							0.61041																																																													
CORR	=							0.61041																																																													
Pole:							90.00				-64.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.62676																																																													
CORR	=							0.62624																																																													
CORR	=							0.62625																																																													
Pole:							90.00				-66.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.63479																																																													
CORR	=							0.63413																																																													
CORR	=							0.63487																																																													
Pole:							90.00				-68.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.63415																																																													
CORR	=							0.63316																																																													
CORR	=							0.63381																																																													
Pole:							85.00				-66.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.58183																																																													
CORR	=							0.58226																																																													
CORR	=							0.58241																																																													
Pole:							95.00				-66.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.60619																																																													
CORR	=							0.60657																																																													
CORR	=							0.60666																																																													
Pole:							90.00				-67.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.63523																																																													
CORR	=							0.63524																																																													
CORR	=							0.63566																																																													
	



and	register	it	to	one	from	11/9	at	a	similar	rotational	phase.		REGISTER	writes	out	
this	value	so	it	is	not	hard	to	find	the	appropriate	reference.		Again	we	use	the	8/s	
and	E	options	but	now	we	use	a	smaller	scale	since	we	don’t	need	the	curvature	to	
distinguish	rotations.			We	use	40	cm	since	the	image	resolutions	are	rather	low,	but	
we	don’t	want	to	complicate	things	by	involving	areas	closer	to	the	limb.				Once	the	
initial	auto-registration	is	done	we	run	the	new	G	option.		This	is	an	outgrowth	of	
the	6/3	option	developed	to	solve	for	the	ROSETTA	landing	trajectory	by	rescaling	
the	primary	image	data	and	correlating	with	a	reference	image	that	has	already	
been	well	registered	with	landmarks.		The	G	option	correlates	the	rescaled	primary	
image	with	the	reference	but	assumes	that	the	scobj	vectors	for	both	images	are	
known	up	to	a	bias.		Because	the	images	are	taken	at	different	distances,	a	bias	
expands	or	contracts	each	image	to	a	different	extent	so	the	maximum	correlation,	
where	the	images	best	fit	with	one	another,	can	determine	that	bias.			This	process	is	
also	summarized	in	the	LOG.TXT	file.		The	keystrokes	used	are:	

	
REGISTER	
P595222537F2	
i	
P595036948F2	
4.0000000000000001E-004	
8	
s	
e	
3	
y	
3	
y	
L	
G	

														Input	separation	limit	(degrees)	
										 10	

				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 LOG.TXT	 	 	
W	
	
This	process	was	repeated	for	all	38	11/11-11/9	image	pairs.		The	average	

bias	was	(-8.611				-0.250				-0.094)±	(0.284					0.050					0.019)	km.			Combined	with	
the	(10		0		0)	initial	bias,	we	now	use	the	BIAS.TXT	(1.389				-0.250				-0.094)	when	
we	redo	MAKE_SUMFILES.		This	we	do	with	the	addition	of	images	from	11/12	and	
11/13.		We	repeat	the	batch	REGISTER,	LIMBER	and	vecs2shape	(twice	since	the	
shape	model	will	have	changed	size)	and	then	REGISTER	one	more	time.		

	
We	next	register	the	11/13	images	to	the	original	11/9	solving	as	before	for	

the	bias.		The	average	bias	was		(-0.710					0.092					0.046)	)±	(0.162					0.038					0.012)	
km,	bringing	BIAS.TXT	to	(0.679				-0.158				-0.048).		After	another	cycle	of	
MAKE_SUMFILES	new	shape	and	registration,	we	performed	another	bias	search	
using	11/13	and	11/10	images.		The	correlations	seemed	much	sharper	here,	either	

G:					P595222537F2					P595036948F2																																													
								1.00000								0.86123																																																			
								0.99900								0.87014																																																			
								0.99800								0.87767																																																			
								0.99700								0.88380																																																			
								0.99600								0.88888																																																			
								0.99500								0.89438																																																			
								0.99400								0.89934																																																			
								0.99300								0.90365																																																			
								0.99200								0.90792																																																			
								0.99100								0.91155																																																			
								0.99000								0.91423																																																			
								0.98900								0.91589																																																			
								0.98800								0.91715																																																			
								0.98700								0.91751																																																			
								0.98600								0.91664																																																			
								0.98710								0.91752																																																			
								0.98720								0.91752																																																			
								0.98730								0.91751																																																			
								0.98715								0.91752																																																			
																																																																																	
								0.98715								0.00040																																																			
				-8.433				-0.283				-0.106			dBIAS	
	



because	the	images	were	closer	in	resolution	or,	more	likely,	because	the	11/10	
images	were	at	slightly	higher	phase.		The	average	bias	was	(-0.644				0.151				0.045)	
±(0.057					0.015					0.005)	km,	bringing	BIAS.TXT	to	(0.035				-0.007				-0.003).			In	
other	words,	by	11/13/2018	we	should	be	able	to	determine	the	Bennu-relative	s/c	
position	to	better	than	50	m.			

	
We	now	return	to	the	pole	determination.			All	36	image	pairs	~20°	apart	on	

11/13	are	used	to	find	the	best	RA/DEC	correlation.		We	are	getting	smarter,	or	at	
least	more	systematic,	about	the	process,	setting	up	a	script	to	vary	RA	at	a	constant	
DEC	and	then	varying	DEC	at	the	best	correlating	RA	to	get	the	best	correlating	DEC.			

	
We	began	with:	 		 The	LOG.TXT	is:																					

	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	

REGISTER	
P595380416F2	
i	
P595379564F2	
4.8000000000000001E-004	
8	
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e	
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o	
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CORR	=							0.64950																																																													
OMEGA:			2010.48945																																																														
RA		=						86.70		DEC	=					-65.20		DG/DA	=		2010.49																													
Pole:							85.00				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.64945																																																													
CORR	=							0.65429																																																													
CORR	=							0.65460																																																													
Pole:							85.10				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65542																																																													
CORR	=							0.65543																																																													
CORR	=							0.65543																																																													
.	
.	
Pole:							85.60				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65758																																																													
CORR	=							0.65758																																																													
CORR	=							0.65758																																																													
Pole:							85.70				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65761																																																													
CORR	=							0.65761																																																													
CORR	=							0.65761																																																													
Pole:							85.80				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65749																																																													
CORR	=							0.65749																																																													
CORR	=							0.65749					
.	
.																																																									
Pole:							87.50				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.63430																																																													
CORR	=							0.63430																																																													
CORR	=							0.63430																																																													
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The	max	is		at	RA~85.67,	
so	we	continue	with:	

The	additional	LOG.TXT	
has	a	max	at	DEC	~	-65.03:		
.	
.	
Pole:							85.67				-64.90					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65553																																																													
CORR	=							0.65748																																																													
CORR	=							0.65756																																																													
Pole:							85.67				-65.00					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65559																																																													
CORR	=							0.65752																																																													
CORR	=							0.65761																																																													
Pole:							85.67				-65.10					2010.48945																																							
CORR	=							0.65557																																																													
CORR	=							0.65751																																																													
CORR	=							0.65760																																																													
.	
.	

The	average	values	were	
(86.502			-64.973)±	(0.366					0.218),	
about	0.2°	from	the	“truth”	values.			


